
IN THIS TOGETHER: THE AESTHETICS OF INCLUSION 
Kathryn Weir 

In his recent essay 'What is the contemporary?', philosopher Giorgio ofthe key ideas and approaches to emerge in the '21st Century:· 
Agamben suggests that contemporariness is 'a singular relationship Art in the First Decade' exhibition and the essays in this volume 
with one's own time, which adheres to it and also takes distance from include the rethinking of history in terms of a multitude of artistic 
it' 1 This includes a relationship with the past that perceives its signs in genealogies; the changing experiences and constellations of geography 
the present, and transforms the association between different times: at local, regional and global levels; and the highlighting by artists of 

. the entryway into the present necessarily takes the form of an 
archaeology; one that does not, however, return to a historical past, 
but rather to that part within the present that we are absolutely 
incapable of living. 2 

He compares this to looking at dark areas of the sky to see stars 
too far away for their light to reach us. The metaphor can throw 
into relief artists' strategies for making visible lines of exclusion, 
and revealing possibilities that have been obscured, particularly 
those related to the changing contemporary experience of history, 
geography and ecology. 

One of the defining characteristics of the art of the 21st century is its 
drive for absolute inclusiveness: the aesthetic equality of all media 
and all geographies. Rather than heralding 'the end of art history', 
this contemporary condition is generating much more complex 
formulations of history. In place of a unified history of modern and 
contemporary art defined in Europe and the United States, there is a 
widening awareness of the many historical and geographical frames 
of reference for contemporary art practice. The forms, concerns and 
strategies of art today not only refer to multiple modernisms, but 
also draw on very longstanding aesthetic heritages, and reflect on 
flows and borrowings between overlapping cultural histories. Some 
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interrelatedness and mutual responsibility with regard to social and 
ecological issues. Many of these concerns relate to how humans share 
the earth with each other and with other species, and understand 
their place in history and ecology. Notions of inclusion and exclusion 
are fundamental to these questions and to many current art strategies. 

The attempt to see that which we are 'incapable of living', or the 
far-flung light in dark areas of the sky, resonates with what theorist 
Boris Grays considers definitive of art practice today. In his recent 
essays, compiled in the monograph Art Power (2008), Grays 
argues that contemporary art's autonomy lies in its insistence on 
inclusion. Artists frequently point to what is excluded or unseen; 
Grays' criterion for distinguishing 'good art' is the degree to which 
it mobilises strategies that work in favour of inclusion, and against 
the intrusion within the sphere of art of value judgment reflecting 
cultural, social, political and economic ~~uities: 'art operates in 
the gap between the formal equality of HJ.(J-rt forms and their factual 
inequality' a Contemporary art then asstirnes the absolute equality 
of all images, beyond any determinatio. on the grounds of 'taste' or 
power, and actively works to underline what is excluded in different 
contexts. It does this by producing paradoxical works that embody 
contradictions and reveal the difficulty of perpetuating certain 
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distinctions, whether these are of form or of strategy- for example, 
those .between sculpture and the readymade, process and object, 
documentary and fiction, or individual creation and collaboration. 
Contradictions in the broader frame of art's reception have also been 
explored in the art of recent years, notably in relation to ecological 
concerns and in terms of the phenomenological experience of art -
including how art may transform the viewer's sense of implication in 
the work. 

Contemporary art's histories and geographies 
Many art writers and theorists are currently addressing the question 
of how to conceive contemporary geographies anew, along with 
their attendant histories. Nancy Adajania's essay in this volume 
proposes 'globalism' as a valuable counterbalance to national and 
regional forces, while Terry Smith underlines the fundamental need 
to connect or mediate between 'world picturing and placemaking, 
the two essential parameters of our being'4 Artists are responding to 
increasingly interlinked geographies, with their global conversations 
and relationships, by producing quirky and disruptive catalogues of 
the world. Brazilian artist Rivane Neuenschwander's Mapa-mundi 
BR (postal) 2007, for example, presents a world tour through the 
imaginations of business owners in Brazil who have appropriated the 
mystique of locations, from the Bahamas Bar to Cairo Carwash, in 
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naming their enterprises. The postcard images of each geographically 
minded cafe or taxi depot map the world through the fantasies that 
the placenames convey. The cards can also be posted by gallery 
visitors, renewing the circulation of place and desire. Frederic Bruly 
Bouabre, a senior artist from Cote d'Ivoire, catalogues luxury brand 
advertising in his ongoing 'Publicites' drawing series, including 
Heineken beer, Ralph Lauren shoes and Havanitos cigars. This forms 
part of his ongoing project 'Connaissance du Monde' ('Knowledge 
of the World'). The idiosyncratic world catalogues created by 
Neuenschwander and Bruly Bouabre reference transnational flows of 
images and capital, while also proposing a subjective or local inflection. 

Isaac Julien's WESTERN UNION: Small Boats 2007 kaleidoscopes 
the history of movements of people, cultural exchange and conquest 
across the Mediterranean. The period of Arab rule~ cultural 
influence in Sicily a millennium ago is a hidden baqi'(trop to current 
arrivals on these same shores of would-be-migrants departing from 
Libya in small boats and arriving as 'clandestines' (if they are not 
turned back at sea). Another point of reference for Julien's five
channel video installation is Luchino Visconti's cinematic epic The 
Leopard (1963), with its exploration of relationships to land, history 
and a changing social order. As the artist notes, the work is about 
the politics of space, where the movements of certain bodies are 
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constrained in spaces where others move freely. 5 Julien is one of an 
increasing number of artists who engage with long-term perspectives 
on cultural constellations and contacts across historically contingent 
borders. Another is Kazakh artist Almagul Menlibayeva, whose 
photographic lightbox, Wrapping history 2010 dramatically stages 
the layered cultural history of textile trade and Islamic influence 
along the silk route; the powerful central figure of a woman wrapped 
in cloth embodies an abiding witness to tides of influence and 

\ransformation. Past exchanges of technology and artistic technique 
are underlined by Iranian artist Monir Shahroudy Farmanfarmaian 
in her vast mirror mosaic Lightning for Neda 2009. The form of the 
mirror mosaic was created by tile mosaic craftspeople who, from the 
17th century onwards, began to re-use glass mirrors broken in transit 
between Europe and Persia. Farmanfarmaian's title also suggests a 
link to contemporary cultural politics: 'Lightning for Neda' moves 
the work's frame from historical lines of cultural influence to the 
exchanges enabled by contemporary technology. Neda means 'to give 
voice' in Farsi; Neda Agha Soltan was the young woman killed during 
the 'green movement' demonstrations ilgainst the falsified Iranian 
national elections of June 2009. Her death was filmed with the mobile 
telephone camera of another demonstrator and the devastating 
footage has been seen by millions of people around the globe. Such 
video witnessing and subsequent internet posting has made possible 
the instantaneous international reporting of human rights abuses 
from contexts in which information is otherwise highly controlled, 
transforming the sense of global implication across national borders. 

Contemporary national identities based on exclusion must occlude or 
forget longer histories of shifting borders and population movements. 
In his Introduction a une poetique du divers, Caribbean poet and 
theorist Edouard Glissant contrasts identity constructed through 
relationships with that based on the idea of a unique root that 

excludes the other; the latter he calls 'a sublime and deadly conception 
that the peoples of Europe and western cultures have carried 
throughout the world'.6 In order to maintain this conception, European 
and North American history systematically erases mention of the Asian 
.or Islamic origins of technologies and institutions fundamental to its 
narratives of economic and cultural development, in favour of accounts 
of classical Greece and Rome as civilisational points of origin.' This 
allows for a formulation of unified civilisations fighting against the 
barbarians at the gate, or indeed of a 'clash of civilisations' to justify 
war in Afghanistan and Iraq8 Palestinian artist Sharif Waked points to 
cultural myopia and the irrational fear of Islam that has emerged in the 
last decade in his video work To be continued . .. 2009, in which-
in a setting recalling a suicide bomber's martyrdom video- a famous 
Palestinian actor reads from the Thousand and One Nights. 

Waked also plays on the manner in which the mass media itself 
circulates a very limited subset of images in great number, and trades 
in cliche. Boris Groys notes that 'in order to be effectively propagated 
and exploited in the commercial mass media, images need to be 
easily recognizable for the broad target audience, rendering mass 
media nearly tautological'.9 This ~s counter to the idea that art 
participates in mass media and entertainment when it promotes the 
aesthetic equality of all media. In fact the absolute inclusiveness 
of art discussed above works against mass culture's reduction of 
possible forms. Waked reinserts the awareness of a longstanding 
literary tradition into the circulation of martyrdom videos and images 
of fundamentalist madrasas and training camps - the key media 
representations of Islam today. Artist and critic Barbad Golshiri 
also points to how the extraordinary complexity of Islamic artistic 
heritage is reduced in contemporary art exhibition practices, as, for 
example, in the multiplication of the aestheticised image of the veil, 
underlined in the title of Saatchi Gallery's 2009 exhibition, 'Unveiled: 

ISAAC JULIEN WESTERN UNION: Small Boats (stills and installation views, Metro Pictures, New York, 2007) 2007 (Cat. 109) 
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New Art from the Middle East'. The geographlc termmology applied 
is itself myopic: 

The use of the term 'Middle East' does not date back to prehlstory, 
and it has little to do with the Achaemenid Persian Empire, Babylon, 
or the Herat School of Painting .... The region was constructed in the 
nineteenth century, the term coined in the British India Office. 10 

By the end of the last century the existence of many variously located 
modernisms was widely recognised. Cultural theorist Kobena Mercer 
recently edited a series of books entitled 'Annotating Art's Histories', 
whlch presents comparative approaches to multiple modernisms 
and maps the many ways in whlch the politics and aesthetics of 
cultural difference are not of recent provenance11 Understandings 
of the relationshlps between aesthetic traditions and technological 
and social change must now also move beyond modernism's unified 
hlstories of progress, formal developments and reactions to these. 
Particular forms and ideas occur in different places at different 
times- and mean different thlngs. Armando Andrade Tudela's 
slide projection work Camion 2003 documents the extraordinaty 
abstract motifs created by truck drivers in Peru to decorate their 
vehlcles. Although recalling minimalist painting, their genesis is 
clearly unrelated. When Andrade Tudela re-presents these in a 
contemporary art context, the gesture is one of inclusion, expanding 
the recognition of aesthetic qualities to new locations and forms with 
different meanings and hlstories. Mexican artist Jorge Mendez Blake 
is also interested in how location and hlstorical period can change the 
meaning of an object or text. His wall drawing commissioned for the 
'21st Century' exhlbition, Untitled 2010 draws on an illustration by 
Emile-Antoine Bayard for Jules Verne's short story, 'Un drame dans 
les airs' (1851), whlch describes a hair-raising balloon flight with an 
uninvited guest who wishes to fly hlgher than anyone has previously. 
The stowaway recounts the hlstory of balloon travel, including 
landmark achlevements and disasters. As in previous works taking 
their point of departure from texts by Robert Louis Stevenson, Arthur 
Conan Doyle and Herman Melville, Mendez Blake comments on the 
19th-century European and American literary genre of the adventure 
story as it was linked to colonial exploration, and to the ideology of 
progress as the advance of scientific knowledge. 

ARMANDO ANDRADE TUDELA Camion (details) 2003 (Cat. 18) 
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Discussions of contemporary art that focus on colonial and post
colonial hlstories point to the ongoing economic and human effects 
of these structured periods of economic exploitation, as well as their 
legacy in large migrant populations. South African artist Guy Tillim 
travelled through Angola, Mozambique, the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo and Madagascar to record the modernist archltectural 
structures and city planning that framed Africa's post-colonial 
pursuit of democracy. The resulting photographlc series, 'Avenue 
Patrice Lumumba' 2008, documents the disintegration of murdered 
Congolese independence leader Patrice Lumumba's dreams of 
democracy and social development - caused by the extreme 
corruption of political elites in many African countries, as well as 
ongoing structural inequities in the international finance system. 
Beninese artist Romuald Hazoume recycles waste (notably in the 
form of the plastic containers used to smuggle petrol into Benin 
from neighbouring Nigeria) to create masks- that beloved object 
of the 20th-century European artistic avant-gardes -pointing to 
the interlinking of art history and colonial collecting. In hls choice 
of materials, Hazoume underlines ongoing economic exploitation 
and ecological devastation by multinational ~ companies, and the 
structures of resistance that have sprung up around thls. 

In many contexts currently, the historical periods of capitalism and 
late capitalism are also being reframed, and artists are engaging 
with the accumulating signs of a system reachlng the limits of its 
human and resource exploitation, most obviously in the global 
financial crisis and in the phenomenon of climate change. Another 
sign of implosion is found in increasingly desperate attempts by 
more affluent nation-states to stop flows of workers from poorer 
geographlc areas; the hlstorical spatial separation between those 
who work and those who profit is being eroded. 12 These politics of 
containment generate enclaves and ghettos, and assign different 
spaces and rights-to-movement to different bodies. In hls State 
of Exception (2005), Agamben outlines how separate territories 
are created for populations placed outside the existing rules of 
governance, notably in detention centres and refugee camps; he 
refers to the political justification for the removal of rights as a 'state 
of exception'. 13 It's like that 2003 by the Southern Ladies' Animation 
Group (SLAG), lends the voices of children held in detention centres 
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decolonizing.ps The Book of Migration (details) 2009 (Cat. 65) 

in Australia- caught in this state of exception - to children's soft 
toys, knitted birds that suggest the potential to fly free. One could 
also mention here Tony Albert's Sorry 2008, which recalls former 
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd's apology to Indigenous Australians 
on 13 February 2008, for the abuses perpetrated upon them as a 
whole population placed in a state of exception by the Australian 
government, and denied human and democratic rights -notably 
in the forced removal of the 'stolen generations' of children from 
Indigenous families which continued over much of the 20th century. 
The Palestinian people have similarly survived in various states 
of exception since the nakba or 'catastrophe' of the loss of lands, 
sovereignty and mobility at the time of the creation of the $tate of 
Israel in 1948. Emily Jacir's Where we come from (If I could do 
anything for you, anything in Palestine, what would it be?) 
2001-03 documents the Palestinian-American artist- enabled 
by her US passport - performing errands and fulfilling wishes for 
Palestinians unable to pass through Israeli checkpoints to visit a 
family member or return to a childhood home. 

The place of the human 
The collaborative project decolonizing.ps intertwines art, 
architecture, politics and ecology to envision new possibilities for 
the structures of the Israeli occupation of Palestine. 14 The Book 
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of Migration 2009 highlights the case of a contested site near 
Bethlehem. Evacuated by the Israeli army in 2006, the hilltop 
fortress of Oush Grab is an important refuge on the migration routes 
between Europe and Africa for over 500 million birds. TWice a year, 
tens of thousands of birds land there, drawing a micro-ecology of 
predators and other wildlife to the site. Since the evacuation, Oush 
Grab has seen confrontations between settlers, the Israeli military 
and Palestinian organisations; access to the summit is denied, as 
it commands a view of the approach road to a new settlement. 
decolonizing.ps's proposal for the site, intervening in the struggle 
for the hilltop, is a 'project for obsolescence' to accelerate the decay 
of the existing infrastructure and to return the hilltop to nature. 
This includes making perforations in walls to provide nesting sites 
for birds. Legally, they are making a claim for the site against the 
military's civil-administration and settler organisations, not on behalf 
of people, but on behalf of the birds a.IJ.ct the ecology of the area. 
The photographs, architectural models' and drawings in The Book 
of Migration are also documents in a legal strategy. The project 
points out that legal proceedings in{;-olving animals have been known 
in Europe at least since the Middle Ages, when animals were hJOld 
accountable for damage they caused, and sometimes condemned 
to be hanged. The Israeli military remains undecided as to how to 
respond to such a challenge. 
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CELESTE BOURSIER-MOUGENOT from here to ear (version 3), 2002 I Mixed media I Self-supporting structure in modular industrial scaffolding, metal coat hangers, 
fabric, piano strings, feeding and drinking vessels in stainless steel, earth box, vegetable fibre nests, birdseed. contact microphones, multichannel sound processing 
and broadcast system, finches I Floor dimensions 39 x 39 ft. I Installation view, Parcours Saint-Germain, Ecole des Beaux-Arts de Paris, France, 2002 I Photograph: 
Herve Abbadie I© Celeste Boursier-Mougenot I Image courtesy: galerie Xippas 

In the last decade, there has been a new awareness manifested by 
artists of the relationshlps between humans, other animals and the 
environment, whlch has run parallel to the development of a new 
field in the humanities of animal-human studies. 15 Many artists 
are contributing to contemporary art museum bestiaries of live, 
dead, photographed and filmed animals, and reflecting on what our 
interspecies relationshlps reveal about us. 16 Within an art context, 
these animals often function as metaphors or mirrors for our own 
animal nature. A broad social recognition of the proximity of humans 
to other animals has arisen in the light of popular reporting of 
findings such as the human genome project's confirmation at the 
turn of the millennium that 90 percent of human cells derive from 
the same genetic material as the simplest forms of animallife. 17 

Significant changes have also occurred in the political and legal 
domains, notably in Spain, where, in 2008, a resolution was passed 
in parliament in favour of granting large primates - chlmpanzees, 
gorillas, orangutans and bonobos -rights in line with those accorded 
to humans. Artists addressing thls new thinking about animals are 
particularly questioning the anthropocentric separation of humans 
from other animals, and our hlstorically instrumental and hlerarchlcal 
relationshlps with other species. Non-human animals in art have come 
to signify both what is excluded by humanity and what it lacks. 18 

Animals offer a vehlcle for artists to explore the limits to human 
recognition of ecological relationshlps and responsibilities, as well as 
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the animal nature of human experience -including the experience 
of art. Nathalie Djurberg's claymation'Putting down the prey 2008 
depicts the relationshlp between a hunter in the Arctic Circle and 
her walrus prey. After disembowelling the large beast, she strips and 
slips into its blubbery rude to dive into the icy waters, decentring 
the hunter's perspective in favour of the embodied experience of the 
prey. Rivane Neuenschwander also points to the relativity of human 
experience and understanding in her video work Contingent 2008, 
whlch stages the ant manifestation- and subsequent digestion
of a world map made of honey. Live finches are introduced into the 
art museum by Celeste Boursier-Mougenot in a number of hls major 
installations. The finches act as sound designers, and create a new 
awareness of objects through their random musical encounters with 
'instruments' made of harpsichord strings and metal coat hangers in 
from here to ear (v. 13) 2010, or with electric guitars and cymbals 
in earlier iterations of the installation. Boursier-Mougenot brings 
viewers back to their senses in the moment of• attention to sound and 
the newly enlivened experience of being pres~nt in the environment 
created by the finches' interactions. 

The use of live animals in art perhaps exemplifies most powerfully 
the broader issue of who or what is considered part of the 
community: what types of relationshlps and rights are extended 
to animals, and whlch hlerarchles are implicit in the formulation 
of these rights and relationshlps? 19 Some artists have also created 
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life using scientific methods of genetic manipulation, perhaps the its symbolism.20 Approaches to human rights and animal-human 
most controversial being Chicago-based artist Eduardo Kac with his relations are not, however, to be confiated or too easily compared; 
transgenic rabbit Alba, or GFP Bunny 2000, modified to glow green as the global ecology movement has grown, its awareness of 
under fluorescent light. The cultural impact and ethical frameworks anthropocentrism has sometimes been decried as anti-humanist. 
of biotechnology are explored through the reception of the work. A Cultural theorist Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak warns particularly 
similar foregrounding of questions of human dominion over other against 'a classless vision of ecological justice made in the USA', 
earthly creatures is implicit in The Tissue Culture & Art Project's which would promote the interests of non-human animal and plant 
commission for '21st Century', Odd Neolijism 2010, which juxtaposes life while conveniently forgetting historical injustices perpetrated 
live tissue culture in a scientific incubator with the museological by one section of humanity against another, whose effects and 
legacy of centuries of zoological study. In a previous series of works structured inequities continue today and may affect the ability and 
entitled Victimless Leather 2004, live cells were grown over an willingness to address issues of ecological concern.21 

armature in order to superficially shape living tissue; this can be seen 
as an extension of the shaping of historical animal specimens through 
taxidermy and formaldehyde treatment for collection and display, to 
illustrate scientific taxonomies and their hierarchies of animal life. 

Italian artist Paola Pivi is known for her photographs of animals in 
unexpected contexts, including a donkey standing in a boat and 
zebras outlined against snow in Untitled (Donkey) and Untitled 

(Zebras), both from 2003. Recent sculptural works include a series 
of taxiderrnied polar bears covered. in yellow feathers, seemingly 
tweaking the genetic codes. She has also created installations of 
live animals, notably Interesting 2006 in an abandoned warehouse 
in Milan, in which white animals including horses, rabbits, llamas, 
geese,peacocks,goats,dogs, ducks, chickens, cows, turkeys, sheep 
and exotic birds - sourced through a company that provides animals 
for cinema and advertising -had the run of the long concrete 
space. One love 2007 is a photographic portrait of some 20 white 
animals in a pastoral setting; in the foreground, a pig nuzzles a sheep, 
raising the spectre of interspecies love. The hierarchical definition 
of animal and human structured in terms of power and access to 
rights parallels that of black and white humanity; Pi vi comments 
that her choice of only white animals points to issues of racism and 

NATHALIE DJURBERG Putting down the prey (stills) 2008 (Cat. 67) 

Productive contraditions 
Contemporary art has become increasingly visible to a broad public 
over the past decade and, in parallel, artists have assumed the 
agency and autonomy necessary to make visible nodes of conflict, 
not only within art practice but also more broadly in society. In a 
recent interview, political philosopher Antonio Negri underlined 
art's capacity to transform the social and cultural content of 
a time into an image that sllllllllarises a real political decision, 
implying that 'a society expre;?es itself in art up to a point where 
a decision determines a form'. 22 Decisions are manifested through 
the accumulation of a mass of decisions, a mass of impressions and 
reactions. Artists may then function as weathervanes or harbingers 
of change, showing current directions of broader social thought, 
and indicating sites of transformation where intervention may make 
inequities and blind spots tangible. This occurs in part because 
artists tend to think things together that are usually separated, 
precipitating out immanent relationships and economic, social and 
technological contradictions. 

Claude Closky's Untitled (NASDAQ) 2003 wallpaper lends graphic 
presence to the quasi-occult status of stock market figures in our 
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lives. The work now seems prescient, given the centrality that such 
figures attained some five years later with the advent of the global 
financial crisis. Mitra Tabrizian's City, London 2008 is a group 
portrait of JP Morgan employees taken in the atrium of the financial 
company's London headquarters. The sea of suited men of varying 
cultural origin seems locked within the monumental architecture of 
a financial machine lacking direction after the crisis. Untitled 2009, 
in contrast, depicts a very focused and determined group of students 
on the outskirts of Tehran, just before the falsified elections and 
the emergence of the green movement. Their clear sense of unified 
purpose and possibility throws into relief the seeming disorientation 
and alienation of the bankers. Flooded McDonalds 2009 by Danish 
collaborative group SUPERFLEX (Bj!ilrnstjerne Reuter Christiansen, 
Jakob Fenger and Rasmus Nielsen) creates a powerful image of the 
results of over consumption and global warming; such cautionary 
visions suggest that beyond blaming multinationals and forces which 
exceed individual control, an accumulation of individual ethical 
choices can have great effect. 

It has become increasingly difficult to remain oblivious to the 
complex interweaving of cultural histories in the 21st century. 
The geographic spread of the sites of contemporary art , and the 
great variety of people who participate in it, have changed how 

MITRA TABRIZIAN Untitled (detail) 2009 (Cat. 176) 
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histories are told and contexts understood. This huge expansion in 
the networks of communication and distribution for art practice is 
fundamental to an emergent nuanced understanding of historical, 
ecological and geographical interrelationships. Moreover, artists today 
understand very well the importance of being attuned to a collective 
historical moment. Such a sense of shared responsibility- of being 
in this together- is fundamental to art practice in the 21st century. 
As has been discussed here, many recent works explore traces of the 
past in the present to reveal processes of exclusion and effacement. 
In his essay on the contemporary, Agamben analyses a stanza of Osip 
Mandelstam's poem 'My Century', written some two decades into the 
last century. Mandelstam's words point beyond the question of how 
two successive centuries or epochs can be understood, to a more 
profound interrogation of how the individual's century is bound to 
that experienced by the collective, to a sense of shared time: 

My century, my beast, wlw will ma?f.fJe 
to look inside your eyes • 
and weld together with his or her blood 
the vertebrae of two centuries?"..a 
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